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Europe 1850-1914 2014-01-14
this innovative survey of european history from the middle of the nineteenth century to the outbreak of the first
world war tells the story of an era of outward tranquillity that was also a period of economic growth social
transformation political contention and scientific and artistic innovation during these years the foundations of
our present urban industrial society were laid the five great powers vied in peaceful and violent fashion for
dominance in europe and throughout the world and the darker forces that were to dominate the twentieth
century violent nationalism totalitarianism racism ethnic cleansing began to make themselves felt jonathan
sperber sets out developments in this period across the entire european continent from the atlantic to the urals
from the baltic to the mediterranean to help students of european history grasp the main dynamics of the
period he divides the book into three overlapping sections covering the periods from 1850 75 1871 95 and 1890
1914 in each period he identifies developments and tendencies that were common in varying degrees to the
whole of europe while also pointing the unique qualities of specific regions and individual countries throughout
his argument is supported by illustrative material tables charts case studies and other explanatory features and
there is a detailed bibliography to help students to explore further in those areas that interest them

Anglo-American Life Insurance, 1800-1914 Volume 1 2017-07-05
by the eve of the great depression there existed in america the equivalent of a policy for every man woman and
child and in britain it grew from its narrow aristocratic base to cover all social classes this primary resource
collection is the first comparative history of british and american life insurance industries

France, 1800-1914 2014-07-22
nineteenth century france was a society of apparent paradoxes it is famous for periodic and bloody
revolutionary upheavals for class conflict and for religious disputes yet it was marked by relative demographic
stability gradual urbanisation and modest economic change class conflict and ongoing religious and cultural
tensions incorporating much recent research roger magraw draws both upon still valuable insights derived from
the new social history of the 1960s and upon more recent approaches suggested by gender history cultural
anthropology and the linguistic turn

The Poems of Shelley: Volume Three 2014-05-22
percy bysshe shelley 1792 1822 was one of the major romantic poets and wrote what is critically recognised as
some of the finest lyric poetry in the english language this is the third volume of the five volume the poems of
shelley which presents all of shelley s poems in chronological order and with full annotation date and
circumstances of composition are provided for each poem and all manuscript and printed sources relevant to
establishing an authoritative text are freshly examined and assessed headnotes and footnotes furnish the
personal literary historical and scientific information necessary to an informed reading of shelley s varied and
allusive verse most of the poems in the present volume were composed between autumn 1819 and autumn
1820 the poems written in response to the political crisis in england following the peterloo massacre in august
1819 feature largely among them the mask of anarchy and an ode arise arise arise the popular songs which
shelley intended to gather into a volume to inspire reformers from the labouring classes several accompanied
by significantly new textual material recovered from draft manuscripts are included as are the important
political works ode to liberty ode to naples and oedipus tyrannus shelley s burlesque greek tragedy on the
queen caroline affair other major poems featured include the sensitive plant ode to the west wind letter to maria
gisborne an exuberant translation from the ancient greek of the homeric hymn to mercury and the brilliantly
inventive the witch of atlas in addition to accompanying commentaries there are extensive bibliographies a
chronology of shelley s life and indexes to titles and first lines leigh hunt s informative preface of 1832 to the
mask of anarchy is also included as an appendix the volumes of the poems of shelley form the most
comprehensive edition of shelley s poetry available to students and scholars
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Romanticism's Debatable Lands 2007-04-17
this book uses the theme of debatable lands to explore aspects of writing in the romantic period walter scott
brought it to a wider public and the phrase came to be applied to debates which were intellectual political or
artistic these debates are pursued in a collection of essays grouped under the headings such as britain and
ireland

Empires of Intelligence 2008
empires of intelligence argues that colonial control in british and french empires depended on an elabroate
security apparatus thomas shows the crucial role of intelligence gathering in maintaining imperial control in the
years before decolonization

Oxford History of Modern German Theology 2023-05-06
from the closing decades of the eighteenth century german theology has been a major intellectual force within
modern western thought closely connected to important developments in idealism romanticism historicism
phenomenology and hermeneutics despite its influential legacy however no recent attempts have sought to
offer an overview of its history and development oxford history of modern german theology vol i 1781 1848 the
first of a three volume series provides the most comprehensive multi authored overview of german theology
from the period from 1781 1848 kaplan and vander schel cover categories frequently omitted from earlier
overviews of the time period such as the place of judaism in modern german society race and religion and the
impact of social history in shaping theological debate rather than focusing on individual figures alone oxford
history of modern german theology vol i 1781 1848 describes the narrative arc of the period by focusing on
broader intellectual and cultural movements ongoing debates and significant events it furthermore provides a
historical introduction to each of the chronological subsections that divides the book moreover unlike previous
efforts to introduce this time period and geographical region the volume offers chapters covering such
previously neglected topics as religious orders the influence of romantic art secularism religious freedom and
important but overlooked scholarly initiatives such as the corpus reformatorum attention to such matters will
make this volume an invaluable repository of scholarship and knowledge and an indispensable reference
resource for decades to come

English Novel Hist 1895-1920 2022-02-22
first published in 1993 written specifically for students and assuming no prior knowledge of the subject david
trotter s the english novel in history 1895 1920 provides the first detailed and fully comprehensive analysis of
early twentieth century english fiction whereas all previous studies have been rigorously selective trotter looks
at over 140 novelists across the whole spectrum of fiction from the innovations of joyce s ulysses through to
popular mass market genres such as detective stories and spy thrillers by examining the novels in both stylistic
and historical terms david trotter looks at the ways in which writers responded to contemporary preoccupations
such as the spectacle of consumption and the growth of suburbia or to anxieties about the decline of empire
racial degeneration and sexual anarchy he also challenges the view that literature of the period can be
interpreted as a neat procession from realism to modernism

The Poems of Shelley: Volume Five 2024-06-20
percy bysshe shelley 1792 1822 was one of the major poets of the english romantic period this is the fifth
volume of a six volume edition of the poems of shelley which aims to present all of shelley s poems in
chronological order and with full annotation date and circumstances of composition are provided for each poem
and all manuscript and printed sources relevant to establishing an authoritative text are freshly examined and
assessed headnotes and footnotes furnish the personal literary historical and scientific information necessary to
an informed reading of shelley s varied and allusive verse most of the poems in the present volume were
composed between late summer 1821 and late january 1822 they include hellas a lyrical drama written in
support of the greek war of independence composed in september november 1821 and published in february
march 1822 his unfinished tragedy charles the first which he had been planning for several years as well as
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important shorter poems such as the indian girl s song autumn a dirge and his epitaph for john keats in addition
to accompanying commentaries there are extensive bibliographies to the poems a chronological table of shelley
s life and publications and indexes to titles and first lines now completed this is the most comprehensive edition
of shelley s poetry available to students and scholars

Leading Policing in Europe 2017-01-18
in this unique book the authors present for the first time information from over a hundred strategic police
leaders in 22 countries about how they are selected for high office how they are held to account and what their
views are on current and future challenges in policing

The Great Powers and the End of the Ottoman Empire 2005-07-27
these studies of the foreign policy of each of the great powers and the ottoman empire examine how far the end
of the ottoman empire was the result of great power imperialism and how far the result of structural
weaknesses

Rebellions and Revolutions 2003-04-03
this is a study of china from the 1800s to the present day it focuses on china s problems of development the
decay and collapse of the chinese empire its failure to recover in the first half of the twentieth century and its
rapid emergence in world affairs since the communist party revolution of 1949 this new edition examines
economic growth updates chinese foreign policy provides a revised account of the tiananmen incident and
brings the chronology completely up to date

The State and Development in the Third World 2014-07-14
the articles in this volume appeared first in the leading jounial world politics the essayists common concern with
the autonomy of the political in the politics of developing countries contributes to the analytical unity of the
volume originally published in 1986 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to
again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press
these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Cities in the Third Wave 2007
cities in the third wave surveys the remarkable transformation that is taking place in urban america in the belief
that technology is the force that has created and recast cities throughout history this book addresses the
important question of how the modern day technology affects cities today and how it will shape cities in the
future

Debating the Woman Question in the French Third Republic,
1870-1920 2018-01-11
a magisterial reconstruction and analysis of the heated debates around the woman question during the french
third republic

Bulletin 1913
an essential introduction to the major political problems debates and conflicts which are central to the history of
the third republic in france from the franco prussian war of 1870 71 to the fall of france in june 1940 it provides
original sources detailed commentary and helpful chronologies and bibliographies on topics including the
emergence of the regime and the paris commune of 1871 franco german relations anti semitism and the
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dreyfus affair the role of women and the importance of the national birth rate the character of the french right
and of french fascism

Price Bulletin 1919
with editors and contributors of outstanding academic reputation this exciting new book presents an
unconventional and radical perspective revealing that states do still matter

The Third Republic in France, 1870-1940 2017-07-05
essays and other short works on nietzsche schopenhauer socialism stirner feuerbach karl schmidt art religion
popular music suicide games humor and general culture

States and Sovereignty in the Global Economy 1999
margaret oliphant 1828 97 had a prolific literary career that spanned almost fifty years she wrote some 98
novels fifty or more short stories twenty five works of non fiction including biographies and historic guides to
european cities and more than three hundred periodical articles this is the most ambitious critical edition of her
work

Ruminations, Volume 2, Dawns and Departures 2013-03-21
this text is widely acknowledged to be the best available introduction to the study of the international economy
as a mechanism for diffusing modern economic growth between nations updating the story to the present day
this edition covers the latest developments in international economics significant new additions include
globalization and the world economy the growth of regional trading blocs globalization and financial crisis in asia
transition to the market in post communist economies packed with new references and data the growth of the
international economy is an indispensable guide to the world economy as it enters the new millennium

The Selected Works of Margaret Oliphant, Part III Volume 14
2024-05-17
patterned on the novels of the brontë sisters antonina is a poignant account of a young russian whose life is
shaped by the cruel neglect of her stepparents the financial ruin of her father and husband and the centerpiece
of the novel her failed love affair with a sensitive but weak young man

W.I.B. Price Bulletin 1919
essays and other short works on hegel heidegger nietzsche burke stepelevich schopenhauer plotinus mary
walker edgar bauer mental imagery the principle of sufficient reason special collections librarianship psychiatry
time contract bridge etc

Growth of the International Economy 1820-2000 2002-06
the financial crisis of 2008 has revived interest in economic scholarship from a historical perspective the most in
depth studies of the relationship between economics and history can be found in the work of the so called
german historical school ghs the influence of the ghs in the usa and britain has been well documented but far
less has been written on the rest of europe this volume studies the interconnection between economic thought
and economic policy from the mid nineteenth century to the interwar period it examines how the school s ideas
spread and was interpreted in different european countries between 1850 and 1930 analysing its legacies in
these countries in doing so the book is able to trace the interconnection between economic thought and
economic policy adding new voices to the debate on the diffusion of ideas and flow of knowledge this book
identifies issues related to topics such as nationalism and cosmopolitanism in the history of ideas and clarifies
themes in policy making that are still currently debated these include monetary policy and benefits of free trade
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for all parties involved in international exchanges this book will be of a great interest to those who study history
of economic thought economic theory and political economy

Blue Book 1933
this is an introductory text for undergraduate students of middle eastern politics it provides comprehensive
coverage of the region through both a thematic framework examining patterns of politics and also individual
chapters dedicated to specific countries

Antonina 1996
this collection of essays looks at issues of health and citizenship in europe across two centuries contributors
examine the extent to which the state can interfere with the private lives of its citizens the role of individual
responsibility and if any boundary occurs in terms of what the state can realistically provide

Tariff Information Surveys on the Articles in Paragraph 1- of the
Tariff Act of 1913 and Related Articles in Other Paragraphs 1921
christian muslim relations a bibliographical history 20 cmr 20 is about relations between muslims and christians
in iran afghanistan armenia azerbaijan and georgia in the period from 1800 to 1914 it gives descriptions
assessments and bibliographical details of all known works between the faiths from this period

English Historical Documents: 1783-1832, ed. by A. Aspinall and E.
Anthony Smith 1959
in the last two centuries agriculture has been an outstanding if somewhat neglected success story agriculture
has fed an ever growing population with an increasing variety of products at falling prices even as it has
released a growing number of workers to the rest of the economy this book a comprehensive history of world
agriculture during this period explains how these feats were accomplished feeding the world synthesizes two
hundred years of agricultural development throughout the world providing all essential data and extensive
references to the literature it covers systematically all the factors that have affected agricultural performance
environment accumulation of inputs technical progress institutional change commercialization agricultural
policies and more the last chapter discusses the contribution of agriculture to modern economic growth the
book is global in its reach and analysis and represents a grand synthesis of an enormous topic

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents 1914

Ruminations, Volume 4: Gloria! Selected Philosophical, Historical,
and Ideological Papers 2022-12-23

English Historical Documents: 1783-1832, edited by A. Aspinall
and E. A. Smith 1959

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1976

The German Historical School and European Economic Thought
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Goethe's Die Wahlverwandtschaften 2000

Government and Politics of the Contemporary Middle East 2011

Health and Citizenship 2015-10-06

Solar-geophysical Data 1969

Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical History Volume 20.
Iran, Afghanistan and the Caucasus (1800-1914) 2023-02-27

Feeding the World 2008-12-07

Bulletin 1913

Parliamentary Papers 1918
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